The 8th edition of the International Beirut Energy Forum welcomed 1270 energypreneurs from all over the world in a very special event held under the High Patronage of HE. General Michel Aoun President of the Lebanese Republic. The synergy that the International Beirut Energy Forum has gained throughout the years, has made this event a landmark for the sustainable energy sector, a lighthouse for development, dialogue, hope, and progress.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all involved in the forum, particularly our supporters: the Ministry of Energy & Water, the League of Arab States, the European Union, the United Nations Development Program, ESCWA, The Italian Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea, the Lebanon Oil Installations, the Regional Centre for Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency, the Order of Engineers and Architects of Beirut, the Industrial Research Institute without whom the show would not have been possible.

Organized by MCE Group and In strategic partnership with the Lebanese Center for Energy Conservation, The International Beirut Energy Forum 2017 witnessed a growth in the exhibition area compared to last year’s edition. This is due to the fact that whether through national partnerships and initiatives, or through regional cooperation and international collaboration, Lebanon is contributing to the positive momentum of sustainable energy, trying to shine like a star.

The stimulating business-focused atmosphere was clearly felt by all during the three-day event with the announcement of several bids in the renewable energy sector making the International Beirut Energy Forum 2017 the most successful edition thus far for exhibitors and delegates alike.

The 8th edition of the congress presented parallel conferences and 8 events in one event for Lebanese, regional and international organizations.

The 2017 edition of the International Beirut Energy Forum will continue its legacy as the leading event in the region related to renewable energy and energy efficiency offering a national and regional platform for individuals, engineers, bankers, decision makers, corporations, universities, and even states and governments to share experiences, to develop right policies and reliable technical solutions for the bright future of our planet.

This post-show report summarizes the 2017 event and demonstrates how the show has grown and outlines the strategies used to deliver and expand the event for the future. If you are already involved with the International Beirut Energy Forum as an exhibitor, visitor or delegate, we would like to thank you for your continued support in making it such a great success.
WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OUR 2017 SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS FOR THEIR CONTINUOUS SUPPORT.
OPENING CEREMONY

1270 DELEGATES
AWARDS

HE. MR. YAACOUB SARRAF
MINISTER OF DEFENSE - LEBANON
CATEGORY | LEBANESE INDIVIDUAL

BANQUE LIBANO - FRANÇAISE
CATEGORY | LEBANESE INSTITUTION

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT
CATEGORY | LEBANESE NGO/PUBLIC INSTITUTION/NOT FOR PROFIT INSTITUTION

MR. FRANCESCO LACAMERA
DIRECTOR GENERAL FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, ENERGY & CLIMATE, ITALIAN MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT LAND & SEA
CATEGORY | REGIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL INDIVIDUAL OR COMPANY

ECOSYS
CATEGORY | LEBANESE COMPANY

5
ENERGY AMBASSADOR
OF THE YEAR
2017
EVENT'S FEATURES

MANY EVENTS IN ONE EVENT

Launching of Quantum by IPT

Signature of MOU Between FRANSABANK & ALI

EU - SUDEP Closing event by Rene Moawad Foundation

B2B meetings between Italian & Lebanese Businesses
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
THE INTERNATIONAL BEIRUT ENERGY FORUM WITNESSED SOME SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS & FEATURES

- Pre Event for the Energy department of the League of Arab States: Working group of the Arab Strategy for sustainable energy
- Announcement of 2 major solar photovoltaic bids
- Pre-bid meeting of the 180mw solar farms bid
- B2B Meetings between Italian and Lebanese businesses: Lebanon as a getaway to the Arab World by the Italian Trade Agency and IMELS
- Launching of QUANTUM, the advanced fuel by IPT
- Launching of the annual climate change student competition by BANQUE LIBANO-FRANÇAISE
- Launching of QUANTUM, the advanced fuel by IPT
- Signature of memorandum of understanding between FRANSABANK & ALI
- Distribution of awards to various personalities who have contributed in the renewable energy fields
- EU SUDEP closing event by Rene Mouawad Foundation

To get the presentations kindly visit www.beirutenergyforum.com

28 PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES

ALGERIA    BELGIUM    DJIBOUTI    FRANCE    GERMANY    IRAQ    ITALY    JORDAN
KSA        KUWAIT     LEBANON    LUXEMBOURG    MAURITANIA    MOROCCO    NETHERLANDS    PALESTINE
SOMALIA    SPAIN       SUDAN      SWITZERLAND    TUNISIA       TURKEY       UAE        UNITED KINGDOM

YEMEN
EXHIBITION SUMMARY

SURVEY RESULTS

97% exhibitors were successful in meeting their overall objectives

93% exhibitors were successful in generating new enquiries for their business

98% exhibitors plan to exhibit next year

90% exhibitors rated the number and quality of visitors as good

EXHIBITORS LIST

American University of Beirut – Masri Institute of Energy and Natural Resources
BA United Holding
Bank Audi
Banque du Liban
Banque Libano -Française
Benta PowerTech
Dolmen Development
ECOsys
Elements Sun & Wind
European Investment Bank
FOSHdt
Fransabank
Hawa Akkar/ Arina Energy Sal
IBL Bank
Industrial Research Institute
IPT Energy Center
Italian Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea (IMELS)
Italian Trade Agency
Lebanese Center for Energy Conservation
Lebanon Oil Installations
Lebanon Power Systems
Mawared & Construction Co
New and Renewable Energy Authority
Order of Engineers and Architects
Phoenix energy
Power Group
Premium LED
Salem International Group
Seeds
Sustainable Urban Demonstration Projects Support Mechanism
United Nations Environment Programme - Economy Division- Energy and Climate Branch
World Energy Council
Zmerly & Co
9TH EDITION

Save your Agenda for the 9th Edition

26-28 SEPTEMBER 2018

If you are interested in exhibiting and sponsoring International Beirut Energy Forum 9th Edition contact us

IN STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH

ORGANIZED BY

MCE Group
PO.Box: 2914- Jounieh- Lebanon
Tel: +961 9 900111
Fax: +961 9 900110
Email: events@mcegroup.net
bef@beirutenergyforum.com
www.mcegroup.net